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Abstract

Background: Increasing rates of chronic disease, especially in men, have led to an increased effort to implement lifestyle interventions focusing on healthy eating and physical activity. Men are underrepresented in lifestyle programs and some studies have observed that males prefer men-only programs that occur in the context of sports. This paper reviews men’s feedback regarding motivation for joining and overall experience in a 12-week lifestyle intervention in the context of junior level ice hockey teams. Methods: Men age 35-65 with a BMI ≥28 were recruited from local ice hockey team fan bases in London and Sarnia Ontario, Canada and randomized to the 12-week lifestyle intervention or control group. Those who attended at least 6 of the 12 weekly sessions, including at least one session in the final six weeks (n=30) were asked to complete an online questionnaire upon finishing the active phase of the intervention. The questionnaire elicited reasons for joining the program, changes seen following their participation, and the usefulness of specific components of the program. Results: For the 27 men who completed the questionnaire, weight loss and a desire to increase physical activity were the two main reasons cited for joining the program. After the intervention, 100% of the men reported eating a healthier diet and 76% increased their activity level. Program satisfaction was high and 96% of men believed both the classroom and exercise components were useful. Conclusion: Our results support previous research showing increased levels of satisfaction in men when lifestyle interventions are run in a sporting context and incorporate both an educational component and an exercise component.
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Introduction

Rates of chronic disease have been rising in both men and women and it is now considered a worldwide burden.1 Obesity is a widely recognized risk factor for many of these chronic illnesses, including cardiovascular disease, hypertension, dyslipidemia, type 2 diabetes and some cancers. The prevalence of being overweight or obese is higher in Canadian males than females (62% compared with 46%), placing them at further risk of being overweight or obese is higher in Canadian males than females (62% compared with 46%), placing them at further risk and their specific lifestyle risk factors and they also are less likely to access or apply health information.4 Additionally, men tend to be less aware of their overweight status and may associate increased body size with masculinity.4 Cultural constructs fuel this issue by tying men’s health-related behavior, including seeking help, alcohol consumption and diet, to their degree of masculinity.5 Therefore, in order for lifestyle interventions geared towards men to be successful, they must incorporate these cultural ideals of masculinity.6 Evaluation of lifestyle interventions has provided some knowledge foundation for effective strategies to combat obesity, however, most of these studies have primarily involved women.7 There remains a paucity of research investigating the motivations that men have to lose weight, as well as how best to engage them in weight loss behaviours.8,9 Currently, reviews of men’s perceptions of weight loss programs have revealed that they often consider them inherently feminized domains,10 which decreases their appeal and serves as a barrier to participation. There is some evidence to suggest that men who want to lose weight may be more attracted to lifestyle programs that encompass competition-driven physical activity in the company of other males that they can identify with.11,12 A recent systematic review showed that lifestyle interventions that are situated in a sporting context, driving feelings of affiliation and belonging, result in higher levels of satisfaction and lower dropout rates.12 Being a sports fan creates powerful social and psychological connections that may be drawn upon when designing weight loss programs for men.13 A research group in the United Kingdom used this premise to design the Football Fans in Training (FFIT) program, which encouraged men to lead a healthier lifestyle through a sports-related medium.14 The results from their pragmatic randomized controlled trial (RCT) demonstrated the acceptability of the program to high risk men, as well as the effectiveness of the program in leading to sustained weight losses.15
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Ice hockey is core to Canadian culture: two thirds of adult Canadians follow the game as a fan and 8/10 identify ice hockey as a key part of what it means to be Canadian. In terms of numbers of fans, access to teams in small/large communities, infrastructure of team organizations, media exposure, and facilities to engage in exercise and education surrounding lifestyle change, junior hockey arenas and facilities provided an ideal venue to pilot the Hockey FIT program. Also important is that sport venues may provide an opportunity to engage those at higher risk for lifestyle-associated chronic disease. Specifically, one survey suggested that sports fans weigh more, eat higher fat foods and have worse general health habits than their non-sports fan counterparts (Available from: http://news.health.com/2008/12/23/sports-fans-not-as-healthy/, updated 2008 Dec 23; cited 2016 May 10). Together, these facts made it ideal to conduct our two-arm pragmatic pilot RCT (Hockey FIT) in two Junior A Hockey Teams in London and Sarnia Ontario.

In brief, Hockey FIT is a gender-sensitized lifestyle intervention program consisting of 12 weekly, 90-minute sessions, delivered by 2 coaches to 20 men (i.e. ratio 1:10) at each of the 2 sites. The sessions incorporated both an education and exercise component and took place either in the Junior A hockey team’s arena or their training facility (Goodlife Fitness) in London or Sarnia. The education components involved interactive (non-didactic) discussions led by trained coaches who were graduating students in Kinesiology. Each week they followed specific guidelines from a coaching manual, which corresponded to a manual that the participants were given at the start of the intervention. These educational sessions involved discussing topics related to weight management, including healthy eating, alcohol consumption, increasing physical activity and SMART (Specific Measurable Attainable Realistic Timely) goal setting. Following this, Hockey FIT coaches lead structured hockey-related exercise sessions where men received training in aerobic and strength and flexibility exercises tailored to individual fitness levels, abilities and pre-existing health conditions. Across sessions, Hockey FIT coaches provided instruction on the behaviour change techniques shown to be effective in physical activity and dietary interventions at these sessions (i.e. self-monitoring of weight and exercise, specific goal setting, feedback on behaviour) and promoted peer support. Men also received individualized lifestyle prescriptions for exercise and healthy eating based on their baseline level of fitness and diet. Following the 12-week active phase, there is a 40-week “maintenance phase”, where participants continue to independently build on their exercise prescriptions, set new goals and track their exercise, physical activity, and healthy eating with the support of the eHealth technology tools that were introduced in week 12 of the active phase. This remote technological support has previously been used to help participants maintain long-term behaviour changes.

Hockey FIT included components designed to appeal to male hockey supporters (and which were found to be successful with FFIT), including: team-based incentives (i.e., T-shirts, jerseys, jackets, tours of the hockey players’ dressing rooms and lounges along with surprise visits from team and local professional hockey players); elements of competition (i.e., quizzes); a session focusing on alcohol consumption; and coach-led encouragement of positive banter (i.e., hockey-related, often ironic or self-deprecatory jokes), thus actively facilitating the use of humour to help men address serious or sensitive topics (i.e., weight gain) that they may otherwise be reluctant to discuss with others.

While the quantitative outcomes of the pilot RCT will be reported elsewhere, the aims of this paper are to report the perceptions and experiences of men who enrolled in the Hockey FIT pilot pragmatic RCT in the context of: 1) motivations for joining the program; 2) satisfaction with the program components; and 3) suggestions for improvement of the program.

Methods

The Hockey FIT pilot RCT was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov Protocol Registration and Results System. A detailed description of the study design can be found in the recently published protocol paper. Participants in the Hockey FIT pilot RCT were recruited from the local Hockey Team fan base using email blasts, social media, and print media at hockey events in arenas. The inclusion criteria required the participants to be male, between ages 35-65 with a body mass index (BMI) of at least 28 kg/m². Additionally, they must have cleared the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q; Available from: http://www.csep.ca/CMFiles/publications/parq/par-q.pdf) or received clearance from a health care provider. The exclusion criteria included being unable to comprehend the letter of information and consent documentation.

A total of 40 men were randomized using a computer-based random number sequence to the Hockey FIT intervention group; 20 from each of London and Sarnia, as shown in Figure 1. A program questionnaire was administered after the 12-week Hockey FIT active phase intervention to participants who had attended a minimum of six Hockey FIT coaching sessions (50%), including at least one of the sessions in the final six weeks of the intervention. It was a modified version of the questionnaire that was administered in the FFIT study at their 12-month follow-up and consisted of 14 questions that were designed to elicit reasons that the men joined the program, goals that they had achieved and any feedback about what they liked and disliked about the program. They were given the option to select all responses that applied for each question. The questionnaire was designed using an online Qualtrics survey program so that the men would be able to complete the questionnaire online after being sent an individualized link via email. The men were given information about when they would receive the link, as well as how to complete the survey at their week 11 Hockey FIT coaching session. They were again reminded about the questionnaire at their final Hockey FIT coaching session and the emails containing the questionnaire links were
sent out that day. A single reminder email was sent out to men who had yet to complete their questionnaire, one week after their final coaching session. Additionally, men were reminded of the questionnaire when they met with the research team for their 12-week measurement sessions.

The quantitative outcome measures from the Hockey FIT pilot RCT which are reported elsewhere, include the primary outcome of weight loss (absolute and %) and several secondary outcomes: 1) objectively measured clinical characteristics (BMI, waist circumference, resting blood pressure); 2) self-reported physical activity (7-day average steps using a pedometer, and both a total physical activity score and sitting time from International Physical Activity Questionnaire); 3) self-reported eating habits (total healthful eating score from the Starting the Conversation tool, as well as a fatty food score, sugary food score, and fruit and vegetable consumption from the Dietary Instrument for Nutrition Education questionnaire); and alcohol consumption (7-day recall diary); and 4) psychological and health-related quality of life measures (self-esteem score from the Rosenberg Self esteem Scale, and health-related quality of life measures (self-esteem score from the International Positive and Negative Affect Schedule Short Form, and self-rated health from the European Quality of Life – 5 Dimensions Questionnaire – 3 Level Version).

The Western University Health Sciences Research Ethics Board approved this study on April 06, 2015 (Approval #106310), and all participants provided written informed consent.

Results

A total of 30 men across the two implementation sites (London and Sarnia) met the attendance criteria and were sent the program questionnaire (Figure 1). The average age of the participants was 48 years and the majority were of white ethnicity and married. The average baseline weight was 112.5 kg, BMI 34.9 and waist circumference 116.5 cm (Table 1). Of these men, 27 (90%) completed the questionnaire and the majority (78%) had completed between 9-11 of the 12 in-person training sessions.

The most common reasons stated for participants joining the Hockey FIT program were to lose weight (89%), increase physical activity (85%) and eat more healthily (74%) (Table 2). In reporting what changed over the course of the 12 weeks, 100% of the men indicated that they began to eat a healthier diet, 78% said they had increased their physical activity, 74% felt better about themselves and 37% stated they had lost 5-10% of their body weight (Table 3).
Participants were also asked about which aspects of the program were most beneficial in helping them lose weight, become more fit and feel better. Ninety six percent of the men felt that both the exercise and educational classroom components of the evening sessions were beneficial. In terms of physical activity incentives, the pedometer, the exercise prescriptions and goal setting, as well as the actual evening exercise sessions were all found to be “quite” or “very” useful by 85% of the participants. With respect to efforts aimed at improving eating habits, the two aspects of the program deemed most useful by participants were information on appropriate portion sizes and information regarding the importance of eating regular meals, including breakfast. In contrast, learning details about how to understand food labels was ranked only slightly useful by 25% of the participants. Participants also found support from others useful in their quest for a healthier lifestyle. Hearing about how other men were doing was ranked as quite or very useful by 85% of the men, as was getting family support in changing what they ate or drank and their level of physical activity.

In the free text areas where men could add in their own ideas about what they liked about the program, it was a common theme to hear about the great organization and preparedness of the coaches. They enjoyed the company of other men who had similar interests to themselves and enjoyed the fact that the exercise sessions incorporated some elements of hockey and competition. Many men stressed that they would have liked the sessions to be 2 hours instead of 1.5, in order to include a full hour of exercise, and often men suggested having more than one session each week.

Discussion
The top two motivations for joining the program were losing weight and increasing physical activity, which aligns with the previously described notion of men joining lifestyle interventions with the main two goals of improving fitness as well as physical appearance. However, the importance of wanting to learn how to eat more healthily cannot be overlooked and reflects previous studies examining the preference of men for programs that include both education on healthy eating, as well as an exercise component. Competition was introduced into some of the exercise sessions through use of team-based activities and was considered useful in helping the men increase their level of engagement during the exercises. This has been widely described in previous literature as a beneficial tool to encourage participant involvement. The element of competition also extended to the success of the pedometer in motivating men to become more active on their own as it gave them an external representation of how they were comparing to themselves and others on a daily basis.

Interestingly, although the men enjoyed the education on healthy eating that they received during the classroom sessions, the most informative aspect was visualizing appropriate portion sizes. This is in alignment with findings from the FFIT studies in Scotland and may indicate that controlling portion size is the most effective way to help men lose weight. Although some men found the nutrition label education useful, others thought that they would not be able to practically incorporate this into their lives due to the excess time and effort that reading labels requires. Time-efficient strategies are critical to success in designing weight-loss programs for men as it has been demonstrated that time and energy constraints are considered the main barriers to engaging in lifestyle interventions. There is the potential for bias in the results reported here because the responses recorded are only from those men who attended greater than 50% of the sessions and were motivated enough to provide feedback through an online survey. Men who met the attendance criteria but did not respond (10%) may have not had the same opinion as those described here. Additionally, we did not collect responses from those participants who attended less than 50% of the sessions, as we did not feel as though they would be able to adequately describe their experience with the various components of Hockey FIT. These men were contacted to answer a separate telephone survey, which detailed their reasons for not completing the study and will be reported elsewhere.

Attaining support from other men and the coaches was also ranked as an important contributor to achieving success in the program. Although support is widely cited as a positive influence when attempting to lose weight, the support from colleagues in Hockey FIT was unique in that it came from others with similar BMIs and recreational interests. This may have made the men feel more comfortable with sharing their ideas and more able to give others tangible advice on overcoming barriers or setbacks. Importantly enough, support from family in changing what the men ate or drank was ranked as the most important factor in achieving weight loss success. This is an important point to acknowledge because as MacLean et al. suggested, it is often the women in the household that do the food purchasing and prepare the meals. Since women in the household appear to have the greatest control over the type of foods that the men eat, portion control is an important element of diet that men can regulate themselves.

In addressing the men’s comments about increasing the length of the exercise portion per session and the number of sessions per week, although this arrangement would likely result in an increase in weight lost, it could also increase the disparity in the number of sessions individual participants could attend. One of the draws of the Hockey FIT program is how achievable it is for men to come to a session only once per week, learn about techniques to incorporate healthy diet and exercise into their own schedules, and then independently use these tools to modify their own lifestyles. Increasing the number of sessions per week may be achievable for some, but it also discourages the sustainability of the results achieved, as there is less responsibility placed on the individuals themselves. Increasing the exercise portion of the sessions is a valid consideration, and perhaps one to consider in future iterations of the program.

In summary, this pilot RCT was designed to assess the acceptability and feasibility of a 12-week healthy lifestyle intervention in the professional hockey team setting. A program questionnaire was administered at the completion of the active phase of the intervention and captured the main reasons that men joined the program, their satisfaction with elements of the program as well as suggestions for improvement. Although there were some suggestions as to how to improve the program in the future, it was widely reported as a positive experience with many of the men wishing it could be extended for longer than 12 weeks.
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